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Message from Christopher Hopkins, SMA President 

Are you ready for the 51st Annual Meeting of the Society for Marketing Advances? 
This should be a truly rewarding experience as we embark upon 
our next 50 years as one of the most prolific and prestigious or-
ganizations within the marketing discipline. This conference proves 
to be of special significance as it will be the first time that SMA vis-
its beautiful Hilton Head Island in the lovely state of South Caroli-
na. John Branch, our program chair, has done a wonderful job or-
ganizing this unique conference, with the theme, Marketing Identi-
ty. Here are just a few of the reasons why you should plan on join-
ing your marketing colleagues as we gather at the Westin at Hilton 
Head Resort. 
 
Among the many highlights of the forthcoming meeting are the Informative Pre-
conference Workshops which have been planned. Along with the classic SMA favor-
ite; the 7th Annual SMA Structural Equation Modeling Workshop organized by Joe 
Hair and Barry Babin, we also have a new offering this year, that being the Quantita-
tive and Qualitative Case Study Research Workshop facilitated by none other than 
Arch Woodside. Both of these symposiums should prove to be extremely beneficial 
to our members. We strongly urge you to take advantage of both of these stellar 
workshops. 
 
Along with these pre-conference workshops, we will also be offering the Annual 
SMA Doctoral Consortium. This is a very special year as the consortium will be cele-
brating its 25th anniversary, one of the longest running and most successful consorti-
ums in the discipline. Consortium organizers, Greg Marshall and Bill Moncrief, have 
worked extremely hard to create what will prove to be one of the most memorable 
consortiums, as they have compiled a list of some of the most seminal scholars in 
the discipline to serve on the faculty. They have also recruited an outstanding class 
of Fellows. I offer special thanks to Greg and Bill for all of their “beyond-the-call-of-
duty” efforts herein. 
 
The conference is expected to have a fantastic line up of competitive paper ses-
sions as well as many insightful and beneficial panel sessions. Some highlights 
herein include, the Meet the Editors of Marketing Content Journals and two new ad-
ditions; the Meet the Editors of Marketing Education Journals session and a Top 3 
Business Publishers session. We are also very honored to have renowned scholar 
Russell W. Belk speak at our Distinguished Scholar series where he will be discuss-
ing Sharing and Collaborative Consumption. In keeping with SMA’s commitment to 

educational pedagogy, we will be having the annual Cengage Pride/Ferrell Innova-
tions in Teaching Competition and the SMA Distinguished Teaching Competition. We 
are also very proud to have the Teaching Moments session again this year. This 
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2013 Hilton Head Conference  

I recently finished a course in education administra-
tion (Yes, you can teach an old dog new tricks!). It 
was the first class and the professor had asked the 
participants to introduce themselves. One by one, 
participants spoke, “Hello my names is ______, and I 
work at ______.” When it got to me, however, I said, 
“Hello, my name is John. I am a marketing profes-
sor.” 
Looking back now, I realize that the difference in my 
introduction was not simply a difference in wording. 
Indeed, it reflected something more profound… a dif-
ference in perception of identity. For those other par-
ticipants in the course, their identities were attached 
to their employers— “I work at ______.” But for al-
most 20 years now, I have defined myself as a pro-
fessor. When I look in the mirror, I see a professor. I 
think like a professor. Heck, I even dress like a pro-
fessor. I am, through and through, a professor. 
It is this notion of identity which is at the heart of this 

year’s conference theme, Marketing Identity. In-
deed, for decades marketers have worked to im-
prove our understanding of identity and of market-
ing’s role in creating and nurturing identity… the 
marketing of identity. But, with a slight semantic 
twist, I suggest that the conference theme also al-
ludes to the idea that marketing has been actively 
exploring its own identity… the identity of market-
ing. 
 
I was absolutely thrilled, therefore, to see such a 
great response to the conference theme from au-
thors. And consequently, the conference program 
has a number of individual papers which deal with 
marketing identity. There is an entire session on 
green identity in addition to a wonderful panel on 
self identity. I am also delighted to announce that 
the 2013 SMA Distinguished Scholar is Russell W. 
Belk, who is renowned for his work on various top-

John Branch, Conference Chair 

University of Michigan 

session proved to be an enormous success last year and we strongly urge you to attend this most enlighten-
ing and entertaining presentation. 
 
In addition to the conference’s theoretical and pedagogical experiences, Hilton Head Island boasts many of-
ferings for fun and relaxation. The Westin Resort is ideally located on a pristine stretch of white sand along 
the Atlantic Ocean. Here, you can enjoy the sandy beaches of Hilton Head Island's low country coast. Along 
with the ocean front, you can also satisfy your shopping sweet tooth with unique boutique shops and outlet 
retailers nearby, or get on a bike and breathe in the area’s rich history and unparalleled natural surroundings. 
To be sure, this new venue has much to offer SMA and its members. As we approach the SMA 2013 meet-
ing, consider how you can help SMA be even better in the next 50 years. Contact one of the officers if you 
are interested in getting more involved in the Society.  

Message from the President (con’t) 



ics including marketing identity, and whose lecture Sharing and Collaborative Consumption will no doubt 
allude to the theme. 
 
The conference will open again with the now well-established Structural Equation Modeling Workshop 
by Joe Hair (Kennesaw State University) and Barry Babin (Louisiana Tech University). Paralleling this 
workshop will be a new offering for 2013—Quantitative and Qualitative Case Study Research Workshop 
by Arch Woodside (Boston College). During the daylong workshop, participants will get hands-on train-
ing in constructing theory, collecting data, analyzing data, and writing scholarly papers which apply 
quantitative and qualitative case study research (CSR) methods. Please see the website for more infor-
mation about enrolling in either of these workshops. 
 
Three of our fan favorites, the Cengage Pride-Ferrell Innovations in Teaching Competition, the SMA 
Distinguished Teaching Competition, and the Doctoral Dissertation Competition— will all be back, 
chaired by Larry Neal (Queensland University of Technology), Barbara Wooldridge (University of Texas 
at Tyler), and Bob McDonald (Texas Tech University) respectively. Also back will be newcomer hit 
Teaching Moments which was introduced in Orlando by Joel Whalen (DePaul University). Attendees at 
this session will enjoy a rapid-fire succession of four minute presentations on the pedagogical prowess 
of some of our colleagues. 
 
In summary, the SMA Conference in Hilton Head, South Carolina this year is sure to be another great 
event, combining the marketing identity theme with a great lineup of other research and teaching-
oriented activities, a wonderful social program, and a spectacular venue. To this last point, I visited the 
Westin Hotel in July and can tell you that it has just been completely renovated, with clean and modern 
furnishings which place the hotel way above its price. It is in a gorgeous location with an endless beach. 
And the other attractions of Hilton Head are minutes away by car. 
 
I look forward to seeing you there. 
 
John Branch, Conference Chair 
University of Michigan 
 

       

2013 Hilton Head Conference (con’t) 

For more information please go to: 

marketingadvances.org 
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Academic Placement Services is open for business! If you are a job applicant or 
a school with a position vacancy, please join us in Hilton Head this fall. In addi-
tion to an intellectually stimulating, but friendly conference, this year’s venue at 
Hilton Head offers a fun atmosphere in which to conduct business. SMA’s aca-
demic placement service offers a forum for job seekers and schools to meet in a 
congenial and cordial atmosphere. 
 
Academic placement will be located in Daufuskie and will operate during the fol-
lowing days and times at the conference: 
 
· Wednesday, October 30 from 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
· Thursday, October 31 from 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
· Friday, November 1 from 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.  
 
Please mark October 11th on your calendar as placement registration forms must be submitted by 
that time to receive the discounted registration rates. Forms may be submitted electronically or via 
postal service. 
 

2013-2014 Academic Placement 

Russell Belk is a past president of the International Association 
of Marketing and Development and is a fellow and past president of the 
Association for Consumer Research. He co-initiated the Consumer Be-
havior Odyssey, the Association for Consumer Research Film Festival, 
and the Consumer Culture Theory Conference. His awards include the 
Paul D. Converse Award, two Fulbright awards and the Sheth Founda-
tion Journal of Consumer Research Award for Long Term Contribution to 
Consumer Research. His research involves the meanings of posses-
sions, extended self, collecting, gift-giving, materialism, sharing, and 
global consumer culture. His work is often cultural, qualitative, and visual. 
He has published approximately 550 articles, books, chapters, and vide-
os. Most recently he co-wrote or co-edited the books: Qualitative Con-
sumer and Marketing Research (2013), Research in Consumer Behavior 
(2012), The Routledge Companion to Digital Consumption (2013), and 
The Routledge Companion to Identity and Consumption (2012). 

2013 SMA Distinguished Scholar  

Russell W. Belk 
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW 

 
 
SOONER IS BETTER 
Enjoy a $50 savings by registering on or before Tuesday, October 15, 2013. Registering early also helps us better 
serve you by having your registration packet ready when you arrive. THANK YOU. 
 
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE 
SMA sponsors two outstanding pre-conference workshops. Participation requires registration to the conference, pre-
registration to the workshop, and an additional fee.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A CHANCE OF A PHD LIFETIME 
A lifetime opportunity awaits PhD students.  Learn all about the SMA Doctoral Consortium by visiting our website. Partici-
pation in the consortium requires nomination and acceptance and pre-registration. Doctoral Consortium students are 
entitled to complimentary registration to the conference.  
 

25th Annual SMA Doctoral Consortium 
Wednesday 10/30/13 and Thursday 10/31/13 ▪  8:30 am – 5:30 pm 
Facilitators:  Greg Marshall, Rollins College and Bill Moncrief, Texas Christian University 
Mitchelville meeting room in the Conference Center 
Fee = $200  

 
DO IT YOUR WAY   
You may register online through the SMA website, register at the conference, or send a registration form (available at 
SMA website) with check or credit card information to: 
 

Cynthia Rodriguez Cano, Treasurer 
Society for Marketing Advances 
836 SW Munjack Circle 
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34986-3459 

 SMATreasurer@comcast.net 
 

 
 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013, 9:00 am – 5:30 pm  
7th Annual SMA Structural Equation                       

Modeling Workshop 
Facilitators:  Barry Babin, Louisiana Tech University 
and Joseph F. Hair, Jr., Kennesaw State University 
 
Lady Davis meeting room in the Conference Center 
Fee = $200 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013, 8:30 am – 5:30 pm 
Quantitative and Qualitative                                   

Case Study Research Workshop 
Facilitator:  Arch G. Woodside, Boston College 
 
Sampson meeting room in the Conference Center 
Regular Fee = $150 on or before 10/15/13; $200 
after 10/15/13 (Student Fee = $75) 

Online registration is available through Sunday, 
October 27, 2013. You may register at the                

conference after October 27th. 
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION (CON’T) 
 

WE’RE READY WHEN YOU ARE 

The registration desk is located in the Advantage Foyer in the Conference Center and will be open during the following times. 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:00 pm – 6:00 pm 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 8:30 am – 5:30 pm 

Friday, November 1, 2013  8:30 am – 5:30 pm 

 

WHERE’S MY RECEIPT? 

A receipt for registration fees and page fees will be included in your registration packet.  If you require a receipt before the 

conference or require a receipt in a specific format, please contact the person in charge! 

WHO’S IN CHARGE? 

Still have questions about registration?  Please contact  Cynthia Rodriguez Cano - at SMATreasurer@comcast.net.   
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As the 2013 conference approaches, registration has begun. As of August 2013, there are 37 regis-
tered attendees - 18 regulars/Fellows, 11 students, and 8 doctoral consortium students.  In addition to 
conference attendees, 5 people enrolled for membership only.  Although this pace slightly lags previ-
ous years, the vast majority of attendees typically register in September and October. 

SMA remains financially stable. As of August 2013, cash on hand totaled approximately $34,000.  
There were no notable revenues during the first 5 months of the current accounting period (4/1/13 – 
3/31/14). Securing sponsors to defer costs is SMA’s greatest challenge. A special thanks to St. Mary’s 
University for its generous sponsorship of the doctoral consortium in 2011 and 2012. Unfortunately, we 
were not able to secure a sponsor for 2013. We are now seeking a long-term sponsor for the coming 
years. We welcome your help, suggestions, and ideas - contact a SMA Officer.  

On the expense side, an investment in award certificate covers tops the list. Ordering 
directly from the manufacturer in China, we saved about $3,000 and now have inven-
tory for many years to come. The Executive Committee continues to investigate ways 
to manage costs, while maintaining a quality conference. The food/beverage cost is 
our largest expense and carries a 37% service/tax add-on. There are no other notable 
expenses anticipated for current accounting year.   

        Cynthia Cano, 
        SMA Treasurer 
 

Treasurer’s Report 
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  BE A LEGEND 
        Your Own Named Award  
 
 
 
The Executive Committee launched an initiative to add value to our annual conference by soliciting sponsors 
for cash awards for each Best Paper in Track. These awards bear the name of the sponsor, such as the John 
D. Branch Best Paper in Marketing Education Award. The goal is to enhance the quality of papers, create a 
distinction for SMA, and increase conference attendance. In 2013, the University Sales Center Alliance will 
fund a $500 cash award for the Best Paper in Personal Selling and Sales Management and has committed to 
two additional awards.   
 
Guidelines 
 The entire cash award of $500 goes to the winner. In the event of multiple authors, the $500 is divided 

equally among the winners. 
 The winner in each track will be determined by the track chairs with the recommendations of reviewers.   
 The idea is to award excellence in research. In order to maintain the value of the cash award, there may 

be years in which no winner is selected.   
 Initial sponsorship is a three year commitment.   
 Only one sponsor will be accepted for each track for any given year. 
 Your name (or university name) will be attached to the award as long as you remain the sponsor, even in 

years when no winner is selected. For example, if your sponsored-award has a winner in 2014, 2016 and 
2018, the award would bear your name from 2014 through 2018.   

 After the initial three year sponsor commitment, you may elect to continue as a sponsor of that track on a 
year-by-year basis.   

 Because the conference program goes to print in September each year, we need sponsor commitments by 
August 1st.    
 

Getting the Most Bang for Your Buck 
To capitalize on this unique incentive, the 2014 named cash awards will be included in the 2014 Call for Pa-
pers, announced at the 2013 Awards Luncheon, and advertised throughout the year. For inclusion in the 2014 
Call for Papers, we need your commitment by October 15, 2013. You will not be billed until March 2014.  
 
Act Now 
For additional information or questions, contact Cynthia Cano, Treasurer (SMATreasurer@comcast.net). To 
reserve a track for your named-award, you may contact Cynthia Cano, John Branch (jdbranch@umich.edu), or 
Christopher Hopkins (chopkin@clemson.edu).  
 
Available Tracks 
For 2014, we have four named sponsors – Marketing Research, Marketing Education, Consumer Behavior 
and Sales Research and Teaching. The Consumer Behavior track sponsor is flexible, so the CB track may be 
considered. There are eight tracks left, so act now. 
 

 Marketing Strategy              Services Marketing  Marketing Ethics, Law, and Public Policy 
 Promotions  Marketing Technology Logistics & Supply Chain, Distribution & Retailing 

 Product and Brand Management   Cross Cultural and Global Marketing 
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Quantitative and Qualitative Case Study Research 
A Society for Marketing Advances Workshop 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013   
This one-day training program provides hands-on training in constructing theory, collecting data, data analy-
sis, and writing scholarly papers that apply quantitative and qualitative case study research (CSR) methods. 
This training focuses on building participants’ skills for using eight CSR methods: CSR theory construction: 
fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA); degrees of freedom analysis (DFA); ethnographic deci-
sion tree modeling (EDTM); the long interview method (LIM); storytelling theory and research including ar-
chetype matching; and forced metaphor elicitation technique (FMET), creating visual narrative art (VNA); and 
confirmatory personal introspection (CPI). The program focuses primarily on using fsQCA. Helpful but not a 
necessity:  Taking the time to read A.G. Woodside (2013), “Moving Beyond Multiple Regression Anal-
ysis to Algorithms: Call for a Paradigm Shift from Symmetrical to Asymmetrical Data Analysis and 
Crafting Theory, Journal of Business Research, 66, 463-472  before October 30 will  increase the val-
ue of your participation in this one-day workshop.  Please ask Arch for a copy if your library does not re-
ceive the JBR; contact Arch at arch.woodside@bc.edu. 

Brief Description of Methods: CSR theory construction includes algorithm modeling of outcomes as well 
as mapping the flow of events, decision processes, and outcomes in contexts and the use of multiple-data 
analysis methods for theory testing. FsQCA applies Boolean algebra for testing consistency and coverage of 
alternative causal recipes (configurations of moderately complex antecedent conditions) to explain an out-
come (for a free manual on the method go to fsQCA.com); the method includes collecting a limited number of 
case studies (5 to 20 cases). DOFA examines the number of hits and misses in matching the features of a 
case to the propositions of alternative theories. EDTM captures the paths that lead to adoption versus rejec-
tion and success versus failure; like fsQCA, EDTM theory recognizes that no one factor is necessary or suffi-
cient to cause an outcome. The LIM involves triangulating three methods of data collection in situ:  inter-
views, observation, and document analysis while visiting/living in the participants’ life spaces. Storytelling 
with archetypal analysis and the FMET overcomes ego defenses and explicit-implicit cognitive blocking by 
respondents to enable uncovering unconscious-meanings in respondents’ self-reports.   

    Participants’ Take-Aways:  During the workshop, to achieve hands-on skills, participants complete indi-
vidual and group exercises in applying each of the seven methods. Participants receive the CSR Methods 

and Theory Workbook and an electronic copy of Case Study Research:  Theory ∙ Methods ∙ 
Practice (455 pages, Emerald Publishing, 2010) which includes comprehensive chapters on using 
each of the seven methods plus comprehensive chapters on six additional case study methods. 
Each participant receives an invitation to send his or her CSR paper for review and comments from 
Arch sometime in December or early in 2014. 

CSR Workshop Trainers:  Arch G. Woodside, Professor of Marketing, Boston College, is the coach/trainer. 
Arch is the author of the workshop exercises-solutions and the CSR textbook of the workshop. His own arti-
cles using CSR methods appear in the Journal of Marketing, Journal of Applied Psychology, and 31 addition-
al SSCI journals. He is the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Business Research. Carol M. Megehee, Coastal 
Carolina University, will present the training on creating visual narrative art for interpreting archetype-brand-
consumer relationships. Carol’s work on VNA appears in marketing and tourism journals.  

Venue:  9 – 12 focus on (1) fsQCA; 1:30 to 5 PM focus on (2) DFA; (3) CPI; (4) storytelling research; (4) 
FMET; (5) VNA; (6) EDTM; (7) LIM.  Workshop participants are requested to bring their laptops with a 
copy of fsqca.com installed; fsQCA is a free software.  Contact Arch G. Woodside 
(arch.woodside@bc.edu) or Carol M. Megehee (cmegehee@coastal.edu) for additional information. Tuition 
registration for the workshop is $200 if paid by September 30; tuition is $250 if paid on October 1 or thereaf-
ter. (Tuition for this same program is $500 per participant in December 16, 18, and 20 in each of three cities 
in Taipei, Taichung, and Kaohsiung, Taiwan, respectively). All tuition funds for the SMA October 30 program 
go to SMA’s general fund. 
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2013 Doctoral Consortium Highlights 

SMA to Host 25th Anniversary Doctoral Consortium at Hilton Head 
 
By Greg Marshall and Bill Moncrief 
 
We’re delighted to be co-chairing the 25th Anniversary Society for Marketing Advances (SMA) Doctoral Con-
sortium, which will be held on October 30 – 31 at the Westin at Hilton Head in conjunction with the annual 
SMA Conference. In celebration of this milestone, twenty top scholars in marketing have signed on as con-
sortium faculty and are committing their time and effort to make this a premier event.  
 
SMA has capped attendance at 30 (the event is fully subscribed) so that doctoral students attending will ex-
perience unique hands-on learning and networking opportunities that can only be achieved by a smaller 
group. As a result, the event is sure to provide a value-adding groundwork for success for these future mar-
keting academicians. They will work together with the consortium faculty on multifaceted aspects of enhanc-
ing a research career, learn about theory building, and also discuss broad professional career tracking and 
teaching enrichment. 
 
Special thanks go to the following scholars who are serving as consortium faculty: Mike Ahearne, Julie 
Baker, A. Parasuraman, Bill Bearden, Sharon Beatty, Russ Belk, Mike Brady, Tom Brown, Charlene Davis, 
Karen Flaherty, David Hardesty, Mark Houston, Shelby Hunt, Charles Ingene, Ryan Mullins, Keith Richards, 
Lisa Scheer, Jagdish Sheth, Michael Solomon, and Brian Vander Schee.  
 

Good News!  

The SMA website is undergoing a transition to 

a new platform. The website might be down 

for a short while after the conference due to 

the transition.  



Greetings from the Journal of Marketing Theory and 
Practice!  
 
The big news at JMTP is that we are presently un-
dergoing review by Thomson Reuters for possible 
inclusion in the Social Science Citation Index 
(SSCI). This submission and review is the result of 
a team effort among the editorial office, M.E. 
Sharpe Publishers, and members of our Editorial 
Review Board and Senior Advisory Board. The re-
view process is fairly lengthy, as Thompson Reu-
ters tracks the journal during an approximately 18 

month period to ensure quality and consistency of 
publication, among other criteria.  
 
I’m delighted to report that one of the articles from 
our highly successful special issue on “The Use of 
Partial Least Squares (PLS) to Address Marketing 
Management Topics” (Vol.19, No.2 – Spring 2011) 
has in record time become the single most-cited arti-
cle ever in the 26-year history of JMTP based on 
Google Scholar data. The article titled “PLS-SEM: 
Indeed a Silver Bullet” by Joe F. Hair, Christian M. 
Ringle, and Marko Sarstedt, has achieved over 300 
citations and has already become a “standard” with-

MER Update 

Greetings from Marketing Education Review. The editorial team transition has been smooth thanks to the 
leadership of Doug Hoffman and Kevin Shanahan. In the first year of my editorship I have purposed to con-
tinue moving the journal forward. The MER website is staying current (huge thank you to Brent Smith!), ad-
vertising revenue is up, and we are exploring ways to increase the journal’s online presence. The main fo-
cus is to get issues published before 2010 posted online. 
 
At the beginning of the year editorial review board members were given the opportunity to 
continue service or to open space for scholars who are new to the journal. That transition 
maintained the size of the ERB however the current composition includes more scholars 
from outside the United States. This will help broaden the reach of the journal internation-
ally. 
 
The next initiative is to reduce the time manuscripts spend under review. This is al-
ready taking place gradually over time while maintaining high quality reviews. Board 
members have been great about letting me know if they can complete an assigned review in a timely man-
ner, thus keeping pace with other similar publications. 
     

Brian A. Vander Schee, 

Editor 

For more information about MER please visit: 

www.marketingeducationreview.com 

JMTP Update 
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in the marketing and methodology fields. Congratulations guys! 
 
As always, the JMTP editorial board meeting will be held at the SMA annual conference – this year 
in Hilton Head. We are in the Heyward room during the 8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. timeslot on the 
morning of Friday November 1. All members of the editorial and senior advisory boards are en-
couraged to attend as are any folks that have served as ad hoc reviewers for JMTP over the past 
year. As is customary at our editorial board meetings, we will address several important strategic 
issues for the journal and the attendance and dialogue at these meetings is always terrific.  
 
As you may know, we’ve done some beta testing of Editorial Express as a journal management 
system for JMTP. Based on our trial, Editorial Assistant Phillip Wiseman has gone back to the de-
veloper with a number of requests for changes and customization for our purposes. Stay tuned for 
more on this development as we move though the academic year.  
 
Earlier this year under the leadership of Harry Briggs, Executive Editor at M.E. Sharpe Publishing, 
JMTP published an open-access special “virtual issue” that gathered together ten of the highest 
cited articles from recent years (including the Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt article mentioned  previ-
ously). You can access the contents in full article form at the following URL: www.mesharpe.com/
JMTPvirtualissue.htm. My introductory piece in the issue provides some background and context 
for the article selections.  
 
One thing that would be a really great help to JMTP is if you could share this special virtual issue 
URL with colleagues at your school and elsewhere. For those not familiar with the high quality 
standards and diverse topical coverage of JMTP, the virtual issue should be an excellent primer. 
The journal has strongly positive global word-of-mouth and Harry and I believe that this virtual is-
sue (which is approaching 9,000 hits to-date) is another important way for the SMA community to 
communicate the journal’s success at this critical time in its history. In addition, you might be able 
to use it to ensure that JMTP is properly regarded on your own school’s publication lists. Thanks in 
advance for considering this. 
 
It is a pleasure to inform you that we have recently completed a number of updates to the JMTP 
website. I want to thank our wonderful editorial assistant, Phillip Wiseman, for his work on this task. 
You can access the website here: www.jmtp-online.org/index.html. 
 
I am delighted and proud that JMTP is an official journal of SMA. Best wishes to all for a productive 
and pleasant fall semester.  

Greg W. Marshall, Editor 

JMTP Update, con’t 
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Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) Workshop 

Wednesday, October 30th, 2013   
 

Learn from the authors of the leading text in the field – cited 22,000+ times. 
 

SMA members can take advantage of an opportunity to update or refresh their structural 

equation modeling skills at the 2013 annual SMA conference. Joe Hair and Barry Babin,   

authors of Multivariate Data Analysis, Prentice-Hall, 7th edition, 2010, will present a one-day 

workshop on the fundamentals of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural equations 

modeling (SEM), using covariance-based structural modeling.  

Workshop details are the following:  
 

9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, CFA  & 1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., SEM  
 

Approach:  Handouts with major concepts will be provided. The HBAT dataset from the 7th 

edition of Multivariate Data Analysis will be used for demonstration purposes. At least one-

half of the workshop time will be dedicated to “hands-on” analysis of the HBAT dataset to 

demonstrate the software output diagnostics and proper interpretation of the results. Potential 

obstacles and “rules-of-thumb” to ensure appropriate application of the techniques will be 

covered. Multi-group and 2nd order factor analysis examples included as well. 

  

Who should attend:  Individuals wishing to learn the fundamentals of CFA and SEM and 

how the techniques can be applied. Also, excellent as a refresher and update for individuals 

who have not used the techniques recently. Individuals who are not currently members of 

SMA can sign up for the workshop and join SMA if they wish to attend. 

Participation limited to approximately 25 individuals, depending on room size.     

Admission on a first-come, first served basis. 

Cost:  $200 (+ conference attendee fee $295) 

Requirement:  Participants must be a member of SMA and bring a laptop with the AMOS 

software installed on that laptop. 

For more information contact: 

Joe Hair – jhair3@kennesaw.edu  

Barry Babin – bbabin@LaTech.edu  

mailto:jhair3@kennesaw.edu
mailto:bbabin@LaTech.edu
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